Abstract: Throughout this paper, all rings have identities and all modules are unitary right modules.
Introduction. The notion of coretractable
module appeared in [6] . However Amini studied this notion in [4] Hadi and Al-aeashi in [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] and [14] . In this paper, we review coretractable modules and many of its basic properties. We give many equivalent ; that is N kerf [10] , [11] ".
(2) " Clearly every semisimple module is a coretractable , and hence Every R-module over a semisimple ring is coretractable [4] " .
But it may be that coretractable module not semisimple as the Z-module Z 4 .
(3)
"The Pr¨ufer p-group Z p∞ is a coretractable Z-module, since for any proper submodule K of Z p∞ , Z p∞ /K Z p∞ " [4] .
(4)
" Let n > 1 be a positive integer. It is easy to check that the Z-module Z n is coretractable " [4] . 
Proof: (1) (2) (3) (4)It follows by [4,
Theorem (2.14)].
(1) (5)It is clear by Proposition(1.3 (2)). Proof: Since M is a free finitely generated Rmodule, then M= i . R i R R for all i=1,2,…,n. But R R is a coretractable ring since R is Kasch ring and hence M= i is coretractable by Examples and Remarks(1.1 (10)).
Proposition(2.6):
Let R be a principal ideal domain. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) Every n-generated projective Rmodule is a coretractable module;
Proof: (1) (2)It follows directly, since every free module is projective and hence R n is n-generated projective. Thus it is coretractable.
(2) (1)Let M be an n-generated projective R-module. Hence M is an n-generated free by 
Examples and Remarks(2.11):
(1) " Kasch module which is finitely generated or quasi-injective is a coretractable module " [4] .
(2) " Any semisimple module is a Kasch module " [3] . [21] , [17] .
The concept of -nonsingular module is appeared and studied in [2] , under the name essentially quasi-Dedekind. 
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